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Abstract:  
Crystalline materials at elevated temperatures and pressures can exhibit properties more 
reminiscent of simple liquids than ideal crystalline materials. Superionic crystalline materials 
having a liquid-like conductivity  are particularly interesting for battery, fuel cell, and other 
energy applications, and we study UO2 as a prototypical superionic material since this material is 
widely studied given its commercial importance as reactor fuel. Using molecular dynamics, we 
first investigate basic thermodynamic and structural properties. We then quantify structural 
relaxation, dynamic heterogeneity, and average ions mobility. We find that the non-Arrhenius 
diffusion and structural relaxation time of this prototypical superionic material can be 
quantitatively described in terms of a generalized activated transport model (‘string model’) in 
which the activation energy varies in direct proportion to the average string length. Our transport 
data can also be described equally well by an Adam-Gibbs model in which the excess entropy 
density of the crystalline material is estimated from specific heat and thermal expansion data, 
consistent with the average scale of string-like collective motion scaling inversely with the 
excess entropy of the crystal. Strong differences in the temperature dependence of the interfacial 
mobility from non-ionic materials are observed, and we suggest that this difference is due to the 
relatively high cohesive interaction of ionic materials. In summary, the study of superionic UO2 
provides insight into the role of cooperative motion in enhancing ion mobility in ionic materials 
and offers design principles for the development of new superionic materials for use in diverse 
energy applications. 
† Corresponding authors: hao.zhang@ualberta.ca; jack.douglas@nist.gov 
*Official work of the US government- Not subject to copyright in the United States. 
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I. Introduction 
It is common intuition that diffusion and relaxation in crystalline materials are relatively 
slow in comparison to liquids because of the localization of particles to lattice positions, but 
there are diverse and practically important materials that defy this intuition. By cooling liquids, 
the rate of relaxation may then occur over geologically relevant timescales, and the rate of 
diffusion correspondingly becomes extremely slow, a phenomenon evidenced by many plastic 
polymer materials, foods, and diverse everyday objects. 1 A disordered molecular structure 
evidently does not ensure high mobility and there is much theoretical effort currently being 
devoted to understanding this dynamically arrested state of matter. 2 Correspondingly, and less 
well appreciated by the scientific community, there are also crystalline materials for which the 
rates of atomic diffusion and relaxation approach values normally observed in simple fluids at 
elevated temperatures. These materials are termed “superionic” when the crystalline material 
exhibits an ionic composition and were discovered about 200 years ago by Faraday, 3, 4 but such 
high mobilities are predicted to arise even in regular crystalline materials, such as iron, water, 
ice, and ammonia at sufficiently high pressures.5-11 Superionic materials are currently of intense 
interest in the development of safer, more efficient and longer lasting battery materials, and, 
more generally, crystalline materials of high atomic mobility are also of great interest in 
understanding geophysical phenomena associated with the properties of the earth’s Fe core and 
the MgSiO3 perovskite material composing a substantial fraction the earth’s lower mantle 5-7, 12, 
13, the lower mantle comprising over ½ the volume of the earth and dominating its properties. 14 
The reactor materials UO2 and LiO2 are also superionic materials at elevated temperatures and a 
thorough understanding of the thermodynamic and dynamic properties of crystalline UO2 
materials is of great importance in relation to engineering reactors having improved reactor 
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safety and efficiency.15, 16 Other practical applications of superionic materials are mentioned 
below in the course of our discussion. 
Although it is natural to expect that the properties of cooled liquids should progressively 
approach the properties of “solid” crystalline materials and that heated crystals should approach 
the properties of liquid materials upon heating, it is clear that something must preempt the 
freezing or melting transitions in these materials to allow a continuous tuning of their properties 
rather than the commonly found discontinuous property changes associated with freezing and 
melting. In these poorly understood, and often immensely useful materials, it is generally 
observed experimentally that relaxation and diffusion are non-Arrhenius and molecular dynamics 
(MD) simulations have indicated the general prevalence of molecular transport taking the form 
of string like collective motion of atoms. 17-20 String-like collective motion has also been 
evidenced in simulations of the dynamics of freezing and melting of Ni nanoparticles, 21 and in 
the homogeneous melting of crystals of Lennard-Jones particles 22, 23 and in crystalline Ni. 24 
Simulations of a wide range of glass-forming materials under equilibrium conditions, both 
polymer and metallic glass materials, have further indicated that the change in the activation free 
energy governing diffusion and relaxation can be quantified by the change in the average 
cooperative exchange events (‘strings’) and it is currently a question whether these structures 
might have the same significance for heated crystals. Annamareddy and Eapen 25-27 have recently 
made studies of string-like collective motion in simulations of UO2, LiO2 and fluorite materials, 
where superionic dynamics has long been observed with a view of obtaining a corresponding 
quantitative description of transport in terms of string dynamics. While these simulation results 
are highly suggestive, they do not support a coherent picture of relaxation and diffusion that was 
found before in cooled liquids. 28, 29 The current work focuses on UO2 as a model superionic 
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material for which there are excellent potentials and corresponding measurement studies of 
diverse thermodynamic and transport properties in view of its high practical interest, 15, 16 and we 
analyze this model material based on a methodology used previously to quantify the dynamics of 
glass-forming liquids to determine what features are common and which features are specific to 
superionic crystalline materials, as compared to the glassy dynamics of cooled liquids. We are 
motivated to study this problem also as a model material for better understanding ionic transport 
in amorphous superionic materials, which exhibit many phenomenological parallels with 
superionic crystalline materials and promising superionic Li salt materials in the development of 
safer and longer lasting battery materials. 30-32 Finally, we mention that superionic materials are 
also of great interest in connection with the development of efficient thermoelectric materials 33, 
34 because such materials normally have a high electrical conductivity, while at the same time 
having a low thermal conductivity, exactly the properties required for a low Seebeck coefficient 
and an efficient thermoelectric material. We note that UO2 has been observed to exhibit a large 
Seebeck coefficient at elevated temperatures 35, another aspect of the superionic nature of UO2 at 
high temperatures of significance for reactor operation and efficiency. 36   
II. Model 
Molecular dynamics simulations were performed to investigate thermodynamic and dynamic 
properties of UO2 at elevated temperature using a many-body empirical potential (CRG) 
proposed by Qin et al.37 This semi-empirical potential combines a pair-wise and a many-body 
interaction, where the pair-wise includes a long-range electrostatic interaction and short-range 
interactions with a combination of Buckingham and Morse forms, and the many-body is using an 
Embedded Atom Method (EAM). 38 This potential provides excellent overall agreement with 
experimental thermal expansion and enthalpy increase with temperature and reasonable pre-
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melting and mechanical melting with experimental values. A perfect crystal with U ions located 
in face-centered cubic sublattice and O ions located in simple cubic sublattice was initiated first. 
The simulation cell consists of 10,368 ions with a dimension of about 5.5 nm x 5 nm x 6 nm, 
oriented with crystallographic directions ,  and  in the X-, Y- and Z-
directions. In the simulation of bulk properties of UO2, periodic boundary conditions were 
applied in all directions, while in the simulation interfacial diffusion, free boundary condition 
was applied in the Y-direction and periodic boundary conditions were applied in the other two 
directions. The isobaric-isothermal ensemble (NPT) was employed in bulk simulation where the 
zero pressure and simulation box size were controlled by the Parrinello-Rahman method39 and 
constant temperature (T) was maintained by the Nose-Hoover method. 40, 41 The particle-particle-
particle-mesh Ewald method42 was used to ensure convergence of the long-range electrostatic 
energy. The MD simulations utilize LAMMPS 43, which was developed at the Sandia National 
Laboratories. 
The simulated UO2 material was first equilibrated at T = 1500 K for 1 ns and then 
continuously heated to T = 3200 K with a heat rate of 2  1011 K / s. The potential energy and 
simulation box size were recorded in order to extract information on specific heat capacity and 
lattice parameter. Isothermal heating for an extended period of time was also applied in current 
study to ensure the system to reach near equilibrium and to allow us to probe kinetic processes 
that cannot be observed under continuous heating conditions. In current study, isothermal heating 
simulations were also performed at T  = 2400 K, 2500 K, 2600 K, 2700 K, 2800 K, 2900 K, 
3000 K, 3100 K, and 3200 K. At each T, the simulation was conducted for at least 5 ns and up to 
20 ns. Self-diffusion coefficients of O ions are determined from the slope of the mean-square-
[112] [110] [111]
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displacement versus time t after long times, i.e., D is defined by the long time limit of the ratio, 
(Ni=1(xi)2 + (yi)2 + (zi)2) / 6N t, where N is the total number of O ions in the system. 
III.      Results and Discussion  
A. Basic Thermodynamic and Structural Properties of UO2 
Since function often follows form, it is natural to begin our discussion of our model UO2 
material with the temperature dependence of the pair correlation function g(r) and static structure 
factor S(q). In Figure 1, we show the evolution in the shape of g(r) for the O ions of crystalline 
UO2 as temperature is raised from T = 2400 K to 3000 K. The first and second peak heights drop 
in magnitude appreciably, and we see a splitting of the second peak below T = 2700 K, evidence 
of structural disorder, as observed also characteristically with the emergence of the glass state in 
liquids upon cooling. At still lower temperatures, the peaks become progressively more sharply 
defined and the splitting of the second peak of g(r) for the O ions must eventually disappear as a 
crystalline order becomes more perfect. We then have a clue that these materials are exhibiting 
some sort of structural disordering well below the estimated equilibrium melting temperature of 
our simulated UO2 material based on the CRG potential, Tm = 3050 K, determined based on the 
observation of point of two-phase coexistence.37, 44 Experimentally, the equilibrium melting 
temperature has been estimated to equal Tm = (3120  20 K) 45, which is reasonably consistent 
with the simulation estimate of the CRG model. 
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Figure 1. Pair correlation function g(r) of O ions at different temperatures. The inset shows the first peak 
height of g(r) as a function of temperature.  
 
It is commonly observed that many crystalline materials begin to acquire significant 
molecular mobility above a definite onset temperature, 46-48 termed the ‘Tammann temperature’ 
TTam, and this temperature often arises in the context of practical material design. The simple rule 
of thumb46-48 is that TTam is normally about a factor of 2/3 times the equilibrium Tm, which would 
lead us to expect a “premelting” onset temperature for accelerated dynamics in UO2 near T = 
2080 K. Such a crossover temperature for accelerated diffusion and increase in atomic disorder 
in the O sub-lattice can be evidenced by examining long range order (LRO), relating directly to 
x-ray scattering measurements, as discussed previously by Annamareddy and Eapen26. LRO is 
quantified 49 based on a consideration of the Fourier transform of local density, i.e., ߩሺ࢑ሻ ൌ
ଵ
ே∑ ݁ି௜࢑∙࢘ೕே௝ୀଵ , where local density ߩሺ࢘ሻ ൌ ∑ ߜሺ࢘ െ ࢘௝ሻே௝ୀଵ  , N is the total number of atoms, and k 
is the wave vector that is chosen to be a reciprocal lattice vector of the ordered state. Based on 
this metric, the LRO equals unity for a perfect lattice and zero for a perfectly disordered fluid. 
Figure 2 shows that the degree of LRO remains stable after system equilibration and the average 
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value of the LRO parameter at first decreases linearly with temperature, and then this quantity 
starts to decrease more abruptly below a temperature around 2000 K. A close examination of the 
lattice parameter a(Å), a description of the interatomic O ion spacing, shown in Figure 3, also 
shows a small kink around 2000 K (see inset of Figure 3). Eapen and others have identified this 
type of crossover in the same temperature range for UO2, 26, 50 and this characteristic onset 
temperature has been identified in other superionics, where it is often designated as T. Eapen 
and Annamareddy also previously noted that the onset temperature T can also be identified by a 
minimum in the product of T times the specific heat Cp divided by T as a function of T.  51 
Measurements show that Arrhenius plots of the conductivity of superionic materials exhibit a 
kink close to the onset temperature T 27 and a large increase in the magnitude of the self-
diffusion coefficient Ds of O ions at this temperature52 so that this temperature also signals a 
change of the material dynamics from that of a ‘simple’ crystal to some kind of highly defective 
crystalline structure. The nature of this change of dynamics is the focus of our discussion below.  
  At still lower temperatures than we investigate, there is another transitional phenomenon 
observed in many ionic materials, including UO2. In particular, there is a so-called ‘intrinsic-
extrinsic’ transition at which there is an abrupt transition in electrical conductivity and other 
transport properties and Ruello et al. 4, 35 report this temperature to be 1273 K for their samples 
of UO2. The occurrence of this transition is sensitive to sample preparation and environmental 
conditions, accounting for the “extrinsic” designation. 4 An interesting feature of this transition is 
that the activation energy increases appreciably upon passing through this transition upon 
heating. Below, we will show that the activation energy changes in the opposite direction upon 
passing through the superionic transition, where it decreases appreciably upon heating. Clearly, 
this means that the activation energy changes non-monotonically when considered over a large T 
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range. There is no general agreement on the physical origin of the intrinsic-extrinsic transition, 
and below we strictly confine our simulations to the “intrinsic temperature range’ above 1273 K 
where we can readily perform our simulations. In future work, we plan to investigate the 
extrinsic-intrinsic transition to determine how it fits in with the superionic transition discussed 
below to determine if this transition also signals a change in the character of collective motion in 
the material. 
 
Figure 2. Magnitude of LRO as a function of temperature for O ions sublattice. The inset shows the 
temporal evolution of LRO for O ions sublattice at different temperatures with wave vector k = (2/a) 
(010). 
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Figure 3. The sublattice parameter of O ions as a function of temperature. The inset shows a small kink is 
observed around 2000 K that defines an onset temperature T for heterogeneous structure and dynamics. 
 
The pair correlation function g(r) describes the probability that another particle being around 
a reference particle so that a large value of the first peak indicates strong degree of local packing. 
We may obtain a good sense of molecular correlations at large scales by considering the Fourier 
transform of g(r), the (partial) static structure factor S(q), and we illustrate this quantity in Figure 
4. We see that S(q) of the O ions develops numerous sharp peaks at low q, corresponding to large 
scales of the material. Peaks at intermediate q show a substantial broadening upon cooling 
towards the onset temperature and the data also becomes noisier at lower temperatures. We then 
have further evidence of some form of mesoscale structural disorganization of our heated crystal 
above 2000 K. It is hard to give a clear structural interpretation to these observations, however. 
Superionic crystalline materials are further conventionally classified in terms of an 
additional characteristic temperature that arises between T and Tm. Type I superionics, such Ag 
halide-chalcogenides (e.g., AgI, AgS2, AgSI, RbAg4I5,…) and Cu halides (CuI, CuBr, CuCl), 
exhibit a first order solid-solid structural transition to a crystal morphology conducive to  
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Figure 4. Static structure factor S(q) at T = 2400 K and T = 3000 K.  
superionic transport 53-55, while type II superionics exhibit a constant pressure specific heat Cp 
peak at a characteristic temperature designated T , which has interpreted as a second order or 
some higher order (“rounded”) thermodynamic transition. 56 This type of rounding might be 
rationalized to arise from the result of structural fluctuations that can convert a first order phase 
transition to become a continuous transition. 57 In UO2, this transition is often termed the “Bredig           
transition” 58, 59. “Faraday transition” 25  or lambda transition, T. In Figure 5, we show Cp for our 
model as a function of T where this peak is clearly exhibited around 2700 K. For comparison, we 
note that Annamareddy and Eapen 26 estimated a comparable value of the lambda transition T  
for their potential, T = 2560 K. Both computational estimates of T  are reasonably consistent 
with the experimental estimate 58, T = 2610 K. Finally, we mention that there are some 
important superionics (type III)60, such as -alumina, for which the immobilized ions are fixed 
into a covalent network of chemical bonds. This network structure serves to further stabilize the 
crystal structure, enhance the temperature range over which superionic transport is exhibited. 61,62  
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    Structural fluctuations near T can also be illuminated by calculating the average 
hydrostatic pressure exerted by the O and U ions in the crystal. The hydrostatic pressure,            
P  =  - (xx + yy + zz) / 3 was calculated by averaging local atomic stress tensor for O and U 
ions for at least 1 ns, respectively. Figure 6 shows that the O ions exhibit a dropping pressure 
upon heating while the isotropic interatomic stresses felt by the U ions caused by the increased 
amplitude thermal motion of the O ions causes the pressure of the U ions to correspondingly 
increase progressively. The differential change in the U and O pressures exhibits extrema near T 
where the interpenetrating U and O lattices exhibits some type of structural reorganization to 
accommodate the high internal stresses of the ions rather than undergoing the crystal melting.  
 
Figure 5. Constant pressure specific heat as a function of temperature. The position of the peak in Cp 
defines the lambda transition, T. 
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Figure 6. (a) The internal hydrostatic pressure of O and U ions as a function of temperature. (b) The 
derivative of pressure with respect to temperature for O and U ions. 
Voronin and Volkov 63 have given a rather comprehensive survey of the changes of the 
temperature dependence of the conductivity that arise at the characteristic temperatures T, T 
and Tm of classical binary alkaline-halide class of superionics (CF2, SrF2, BaF2, PbF2 and SrCl2), 
first discovered by Faraday (see Chadwick 4 for an accessible historical discussion of Faraday’s 
discoveries) and Hull et al. 64 provide a thorough review of the structural properties of these 
crystalline materials. The superionic transition of crystalline CaF2 is especially similar to UO2 65 
and this material has the experimental advantage of exhibiting superionic transport at much 
lower temperatures. Fortunately, this situation is also true of Li salt materials that are of great 
interest in solid-state batteries and other applications.30-32 Hull 66 has also provided a useful 
general review of superionic materials and their properties. Yakub et al. 67 and Lunev and 
Tarasov 68 summarize other thermodynamic and dynamic properties of UO2 that are not covered 
in the present work such as thermal conductivity, the coefficient of thermal expansion. All these 
properties exhibit evidence of some kind of rounded transition resembling a second order phase 
transition near T. We suggest that this transition is associated with dynamical disorder arising 
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from thermally-induced structural fluctuations in the heated crystal that drive the transition from 
being first order to a transition more like a second order transition 57, albeit a rounded 
thermodynamic transition. 56 Elsewhere, this situation has be argued to also apply to cooled 
liquids, 20 but there is no general consensus on the thermodynamic nature of the glass transition 
or even if any kind of thermodynamic transition exists. As a practical aside, crystalline UO2 
exhibits conspicuous changes in its mechanical properties (‘creep’), textural appearance and 
fission gas release properties near T, property changes so significant that T was initially 
identified as the melting temperature. 58 This is just one of many examples of crystals exhibiting 
highly anharmonic interaction that lead to a solid-solid thermodynamic transition to an 
“entropically stabilized” form of the crystal where the transition has been confused with ordinary 
crystal melting. 69-72 There are many crystalline materials exhibiting the highly anharmonic 
character of UO2, but which are not superionic. 
In the present paper, we strictly avoid the low temperature regime below T in our 
simulations below. The properties of superionic materials in this “extrinsic” temperature range 4, 
73, 74 are often found to depend on the history of sample preparation, the evolution of sample 
properties over time, and other non-equilibrium effects or “aging”. These non-equilibrium effects 
are familiar from glass-forming liquids well below their glass transition temperature. It seems 
interesting that the same (2/3) Tm criterion used to estimate TTam is often taken as rule of estimate 
of Tg of glass-forming liquids. 75, 76  
B. Basic Dynamical Properties of UO2  
Now that we have established some basic structural aspects of the average static structure of 
crystalline UO2 over a range of T, we then consider how this structure evolves from the 
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experimentally measurable dynamic structure factor. There are two types of dynamic structure 
factors to be considered, i.e., the collective intermediate scattering function Fc (q,t), which is 
naturally extending the definition of static structure factor to describe the time dependence of 
density correlations of the fluid as a whole, and the self-intermediate scattering function Fs (q,t), 
which focuses on the dynamics of individual particles within the background fluid. These two 
quantities can correspondingly be measured by coherent and incoherent neutron scattering 
measurements77, 78, making these properties particularly attractive for computational and 
experimental study. Both Fs (q,t) and Fc (q,t) are normalized in magnitude by S(q) so that these 
correlation functions vary from 1 at short times to a constant and smaller value at long times 
where the wave vector q is often chosen to correspond to the interparticle distance since particle 
relaxation involves particle diffusion on a scale of this magnitude and in the present work q = 2.1 
Å-1.  The intermediate scattering function is the Fourier transform of an important liquid state 
property, the van Hove self-correlation function Gs(r,t) that describes the probability a particle at 
given initial position (taken to be the origin) diffuses a distance r away after time t. Gs(r,t) is a 
simple Gaussian function for molecules undergoing Brownian motion or atoms in a perfect 
crystal lattice, but Gs(r,t) generally deviates from a Gaussian function for dynamically 
heterogeneous fluids and crystals. An interesting property of the Gaussian form of Gs(r,t) is that 
its Fourier transform of Fs (q,t) is also a Gaussian function in q.  
Since the Gaussian form of molecular displacement function provides a basic metric of 
material homogeneity from a dynamical standpoint, we first provide a measure of the extent to 
which our material system deviates from this ideal behavior. Such non-ideal systems are termed 
as “dynamically heterogeneous” and the standard metric for this property is to consider the non- 
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Gaussian parameter 2(t), defined in terms of the moments of the mean square displacement r 
of the atoms in time interval, t measured from the first instant observation,  
																													ߙଶሺΔݐሻ ൌ 3 ൏ ݎ
ସሺΔݐሻ ൐
5 ൏ ݎଶሺΔݐሻ ൐ଶ െ 1																																																																																ሺ1ሻ 
a quantity that equals 0 if Gs(r,t) is Gaussian. We see from Figure 7 that the diffusion of O ions 
in UO2 is certainly not Gaussian, and this quantity similarly to glass-forming exhibits a 
maximum at a time t* which grows upon cooling where both 2(t*) and t* also grows upon 
cooling. This striking similarity of the dynamics of UO2 under superionic conditions was first 
recognized by Madden and coworkers.79, 80. We may get a better insight into the nature of the 
atomic motion of the O ions associated with the growing dynamic heterogeneity, i.e., growing 
2(t*) by considering Gs(r,t*) as a function of T. Figure 8 (a) exhibits a multiple peaked structure 
at r values that are corresponding to multiples of the O ion interatomic spacing. The ions are  
 
Figure 7. The non-Gaussian parameter 2 of O ions at different temperatures. The peak value 2(t*) 
increases monotonically upon cooling.  
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preferentially hopping between sites having multiples of the interparticle distance, a behavior 
observed in many glass-forming liquids as well where there is no lattice structure, but rather 
preferred scales of molecular packing exhibited by g(r) that define this atomic hopping scale. 
 
Figure 8. (a) Self- van Hove correlation function Gs(r,t*) of O ions at different temperatures at the time 
where non-Gaussian parameter 2 shows maximum. (b) Self- van Hove correlation function Gs(r,t) of O 
ions for different time interval at T = 2600 K. The upper inset shows the first peak intensity decays 
exponentially, yielding the average decay time of the peak p = 900 ps at T = 2600 K. The lower inset 
shows the average decay time of the peak p linearly relates to the relaxation time .  
 
We obtain a different view of this hopping phenomenon in Figure 9 where we show the 
Fourier transform Fs (q,t) of Gs(r,t) as a function of t in which again we take q = 2.1 Å-1. At short 
times there is a initial decay associated with the fast inertial motion of the particles and then 
there is a longer time relaxation associated with the motion of atoms trapped in their cages, 
whose size is set by a transient plateau in Fs (q,t). At long times, Fs (q,t) decays nearly 
exponentially in time, a behavior quite unlike the typical phenomenology of cooled liquids where 
stretched exponential relaxation of Fs (q,t) with a T dependent relaxation stretching exponent   < 
1 is normally observed. This observation is highly reminiscent of previous simulations of 
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superheated crystalline Ni 24 where Fs (q,t) was found to a good approximation to exponential. 
Onuki and coworkers 81 also found this type of relaxation in a model two-dimensional 
superheated crystal and Gray-Weale and Madden found this type of near exponential relaxation, 
i.e.,   = 1.00  0.03, in previous simulations of a model superionic material. 79  
 All these observations are consistent with the hypothesis of Zhang et al. 24 that superionic 
fluids are akin to crystals in a superheated state where anharmonic interactions have stabilized 
the crystal so that it can exist at high temperatures. The use of periodic boundary conditions easy 
achieves this end as a non-equilibrium state and our crystalline UO2 persists in a long-lived 
metastable state for temperatures up to about around 3600 K for our potential model. 37 This 
degree of superheating is typical for crystals with periodic boundary conditions. 82 For example, 
the ratio of the “mechanical stability temperature” to the equilibrium melting temperature Tm has 
been found to be near 1.22  0.09 for a wide range of metals (Ag, Al, Au, Cu, Mg, Mo, Ni, Ti, 
V, Zn, Zr) 82, compared to the ratio near 1.18 obtained from our potential model. Zhang et al. 24 
did not explain previously how real superionic materials could exhibit properties similar to those 
of a superheated crystal.  
   What is the mechanism of stabilization of crystals at the reasonable atmospheric 
pressures? Although superheating is very difficult to achieve in metals and atomic and molecular 
crystalline materials with van der Waals interactions, crystal superheating is actually quite 
common and large in mineralogical systems (e.g., superheating quartz by over 300 K), exhibiting 
a combination of charge and van der Waals interactions 83 and is also observed experimentally in 
plasmas of charged particles. 84  Recent simulations of this remarkable phenomenon have been 
obtained from molecular dynamics simulations of crystalline NaCl 85 where the high cohesive 
interaction and charge correlations near the interface of crystalline NaCl associated with the 
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electroneutrality condition render this material to have exceptional anharmonic stabilization of 
the crystalline state. Increasing the pressure to hundreds of GPa will also serve to stabilize 
crystalline materials, as suggested for the crystalline iron in the earth’s core 5-7 and the MgSiO3 
perovskites comprising the dominant material of the earth’s lower mantle 12, but pressure 
stabilization of crystals is not normally available for practical applications. 
 
Figure 9. Self-intermediate scattering function Fs (q,t) of O ions at different T for scale corresponding 
to an average inter-ion distance, q = 2.1 Å-1. 
The rate of relaxation  obtained from the decay of Fs (q,t) can be directly related to the rate 
of molecular diffusion. To determine the self-diffusion coefficient Ds(O) of the O ions, for 
example, we calculate the mean square displacement <r2(t)> of these ions as a function of time 
as illustrated in Figure 10(a), where we obtain Ds(O) from the slope of these curves [Ds(O) is 
determined by the long-time limit of the ratio <r2(t)> / 6 t.] We show the corresponding 
Arrhenius plot of our estimates of Ds(O) for a range of T encompassing the superionic dynamics 
regime in Figure 10(b). The reduction of the effective activation energy at elevated temperature 
evident on Fig. 10 is a characteristic feature of most superionic materials, both amorphous and 
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crystalline, where this feature is normally reported in connection with conductivity data. 86-89 
Below we show that this change in activation energy can be interpreted in terms of a change of 
the degree of collective motion of the O ions in the lattice. 
 
Figure 10. (a) Mean squared displacement of O ions as a function of simulation time at different 
temperatures. (b) Arrhenius temperature dependence of O ions self-diffusion coefficient.  
 
  We then plot our Ds(O) estimates against our independent estimates of the relaxation time 
  obtained from fitting Fs (q,t) ( relaxation) in Figure 11 at long times to an exponential 
function, Fs (q,t) ~ exp(- t / ). The fitted data indicates that Ds(O) scales as an inverse power of 
, 
            Ds(O) / T  ~  (1/)1.04   ,                                                                                            (2)  
a relation reminiscent of the Stokes-Einstein relation between the self-diffusion coefficient and 
the structural relaxation time of a fluid. We observed this relation before in the simulation of 
superheated crystalline Ni. 24 In cooled liquids, the magnitude of the scaling exponent in this 
type of relationship is normally significantly less than unity, a phenomenon termed 
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“decoupling”, but in our superionic crystalline material this exponent seems to be larger than 
unity if the statistical significance of our exponent estimate is accepted at face value, a behavior 
never seen in glass-forming liquids. Decoupling would appear to be operating in the opposite 
direction in superionic crystalline materials. There have been experimental reports of this 
unusual type of Ds -   scaling in real superionic materials 90, 91  
 
Figure 11. The correlation between self-diffusion of O ions obtained from mean squared displacement 
and relaxation time obtained from self-intermediate scattering function.  
         The relation between Ds and  in Fig. 11 can be understood from a single particle 
perspective as arising from a hopping process of the O ions between adjacent lattice positions. 
This interpretation basic properties governing relaxation and diffusion in the superionic material 
is made apparent by examining the decay of height of the first peak of the van Hove function in 
Fig. 8(b) in time at T = 2600 K, this peak reflecting the localized rattling of the O ions at times 
before they escape their cage. The upper inset to Fig. 8(b) shows that the height of this peak 
decays exponentially in time and the lower inset shows that the average decay time of the peak p 
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is proportional to  to a an excellent approximation, p = 1.57  , so that Ds / T scales inversely 
to the average “hopping time” p, i.e., Ds  / T ~ p. 
To confirm that we are really simulating a crystalline material exhibiting a mobility akin to a 
simple fluid that decays to zero after a structural relaxation time , we calculate the collective 
intermediate scattering function, which should not decay to zero at long times in a crystalline 
state. Figure 12 compares Fs(q,t) and Fc (q,t) for O ions over a range of T and q values. We 
observe that Fc (q,t) plateaus to a constant value at long times which becomes lower in 
magnitude as the temperature becomes higher while Fs(q,t) decays to zero at long times.  We 
have seen this effect before in our previous studies of homogeneous melting in crystalline Ni in 
the pre-melting regime. Again, we have evidence that our superionic material has some 
resemblance to a superheated crystalline material.  
We further note that the O ion Fc (q,t) develops an unusual oscillatory tendency for q  = 
2.1, as illustrated Fig. 12(c),  and then  appears to plateau at long times, reflecting the high 
stability of the lattice of U atoms below T . This oscillatory feature is highly reminiscent of the 
Boson peak feature of glass-forming liquids 92-94, the interfacial dynamics of nanoparticles 95 and 
superheated crystals 24, but the amplitude of the oscillations seems to be much larger in our  
superionic material. A Boson peak feature has been observed to be a universal and conspicuous 
feature of both crystalline and non-crystalline superionic materials. 96-98 Recent incoherent 
inelastic neutron scattering and accompanying simulations of high density amorphous ice have 
identified this type of localized low frequency oscillatory motions as taking the form of chains of 
molecules exhibiting collective oscillatory motion, 99 and we expect a similar phenomenon 
underlies these collective oscillations in our superionic material. (We illustrate the Boson peak 
for UO2, calculated in the conventional fashion, in Supplementary Information). As the 
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temperature approaches Tm, the oscillations become progressively washed out as the U atom 
lattice also begins to lose its stability. Local collective oscillations figure prominently in the 
“bond strength–coordination number fluctuation model” of Okada et al. 87 and we suggest that 
the highly correlated oscillatory motion evidenced by the collective intermediate scattering 
function at a scale of the interatomic distance may play a role in the larger scale collective 
hopping process we observe associated with diffusion. 
 C. Collective Atomic Motion in Condensed Materials 
A large number of recent computational studies of the slowing down of the dynamics of 
cooled liquids under equilibrium conditions has revealed that strong continuous change in the 
dynamics is accompanied by the growth of string-like collective motions whose extent grows 
upon cooling where the average length of these dynamical polymeric structures directly 
determines the change in the activation free energy governing mass diffusion and structural 
relaxation. 19, 28, 29, 100 It is then natural to inquire if the diffusion and relaxation from Fs (q,t) can 
be described based on this same theoretical framework. 
Before beginning our analysis of collective motion in superionic crystalline materials, we 
must point out that numerous previous simulation studies have indicated that this collective 
motion involves the exchange motion of mobile atoms of one type moving in a background of far 
less mobile atoms, which in the present instance corresponds to O ions moving with a 
background interpenetrating lattice of U ions. An examination of the mean square displacement 
of the O and U ions on a picosecond timescale, which defines the Debye-Waller factor of the 
respective ions clearly confirms this as a reasonable physical picture of UO2 over a wide T range 
(See Supplementary Information). Some early work suggested that the motion of the ions 
resembles the motion of a caterpillar where the movements occur sequentially 101, while a later 
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computational study by Wolf 102 indicated that the cooperative motion in a simulated LiN 
superionic material occurred as a collective ‘sliding’ of a whole group of atoms at the same time, 
 
 
Figure 12. (a) Self- and (b) collective- intermediate scattering function of O ions at T = 2600 K for a 
range of q values. Collective intermediate scattering function of U atoms, O atoms, and all atoms at (c) T 
= 2500 K and (d) T = 2900 K.     
 
forming a more or less random particle exchange path. This phenomenon in superionic crystals 
was interpreted in terms of a solitary wave conduction model of transport in these materials 
proposed earlier by Bishop.103 Zheng-Johansson and Mcgreevy 104 also correlated motions of 
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chain moving in a collective fashion in a simulated superionic CuI material where interesting 
illustrations of representative paths are given. Simulations on glass-forming liquids has indicated 
that this exchange motion varies between these extreme limits depending on conditions so there 
is probably some truth to both these models of collective motion in superionics. Recent work has 
further confirmed this collective exchange motion in Li salt materials is in connection to solid-
state batteries. 31, 105 Eapen and coworkers 25-27 have also examined this kind of collective motion 
recently for a range of type II superionic materials (CaF2, UO2, LiO2) where it was suggested that 
ionic conductivity in these materials is governed by the lifetime of the string like ion clusters 
defined by a time at which the number of particles in string clusters become maximized. While 
this work unequivocally establishes the existence of string-like excitations in these materials and 
provided much needed quantification of the average properties, the agreement of the model 
predictions with simulation data is only qualitative. The analysis also does not accord with 
analyses performed previously on glass-forming liquids where the significance of the strings is 
related to their relation to the temperature dependence of the activation energy governing mass 
diffusion and structural relaxation. We revisit the strings in UO2, adopting the standard approach 
applied previously to glass-forming liquids.       
D. Quantifying the String-Like Collective Motion in UO2 
Cooperative particle dynamics is one of the most characteristic features of the dynamics of 
GF fluids. Both atomistic simulations and experiments on glass-forming colloidal and granular 
fluids exhibit string-like collective motion and MD simulations have recently shown that this 
type of motion also occurs in the dynamics of grain boundaries106 and the interfacial and melting 
dynamics of NPs.21, 107 We next apply methods originally developed to identify this type of 
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correlated motion in GF liquids to our simulations of the dynamics in UO2. First, we review the 
definition of collective atomic displacement motion. 
As a first step in identifying collective particle motion, we must identify the “mobile” atoms 
in our system. In GF liquids, the “mobile” atoms (atoms with enhanced mobility relative to 
Brownian motion) are defined by comparing the self-part of the van Hove correlation function 
Gs(r, t) for the strongly interacting particle fluid to an ideal uncorrelated liquid exhibiting 
Brownian motion where Gs(r) reduces to a simple Gaussian function. Since “mobile” atoms are 
essentially those particles moving a distance r(t) larger than the typical amplitude of an atomic 
vibration after a decorrelation time t, but smaller than the second nearest-neighbor atomic 
distance (as suggested by the multiple peaks of the self-part van Hove correlation function shown 
in Figure 8), we mathematically identify these mobile particles, as in previous studies of GB 
dynamics106 and the interfacial dynamics of NP by a threshold atomic displacement condition107, 
a < | ri(t) – ri(0) | < b, where constants a and b that can be determined from the van Hove 
correlation function. The further identification of collective atom motion requires a consideration 
of the relative displacement of the particles. Collective atomic motion implies that the spatial 
relation between the atoms is preserved to some degree as the atoms move. In particular, the 
reference mobile atoms i and j are considered to be within a collective atom displacement string 
if they remain in each other’s neighborhood, and we specify this proximity relationship by, min 
[|ri(t) – rj(0)|, |ri(0) – rj(t)|] < 1.1 Å. Atomistic simulations of GF liquids indicate that the 
distribution of string lengths P(n) is approximately an exponential function of the number of 
atoms in the string n,  
           P(n) ~ exp (- n / <n>),                  (3) 
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where P(n) is the probability of finding a string of length n at the characteristic time, t*.  
 
Figure 13. String-like collective atomic motion of O ions in UO2 at T = 2400 K. The colors are 
introduced to discriminate between different string events.  
 
In Figure 13, we show a representative configuration of string-like exchange events among 
the O ions for UO2 at T = 2400 K determined by the methods just described. The structural 
configuration of these strings remarkably resembles strings identified in both metallic glass and 
polymeric glass-forming liquids 28, 29. As observed in our previous study of melting of crystalline 
Ni, the string-like motion involves a collective hopping motion in the form of ring like particle 
exchange structures at low temperatures and a topological transition to open strings at high 
temperatures. Figure 14 shows our quantification of this gradual transformation of string 
topology in our superionic crystal where we see that the ring structures become exhausted around 
T. Most of the strings take the form of ring strings as T approaches the onset temperature T. 
The strings are clearly polymer-like in form and polydisperse in length, as found before 
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repeatedly in glass-forming liquids, 19, 28, 29, 100 and we determine the length distribution of the 
strings and their fractal geometry. The resulting size distribution of the strings found in our 
equilibrium UO2 samples is indicated in Figure 15 where we find that the distribution above T is 
exponential to a good approximation, again as generally found in all glass-forming liquids 
studied to date. At temperatures below T , however, we see something new. The size distribution 
appears to follow two exponential distributions for string lengths above and below a string length 
of about 10. The average value of the strings in the superionic material is notably much longer 
than observed typically in glass forming where the average string length only grows to a length 
of about 4 or 5. 108, 109 (‘cooperative rearranging region size’) only grows to a length between 3 to 
7. 108-111 The inset to Figure 15 shows that L in our cooled UO2 grows to a value as large as 10 so 
these materials exhibit much more cooperative atomic motion than found in glass-forming 
liquids. This is frankly a surprising finding to us. The lattice somehow enhances the propagation 
of collective atomic motion in the form of randomly shaped strings rather than suppressing this 
motion. Again, following previous treatments of glass-forming liquids 24, 29, we examine how the 
radius of gyration of the strings Rg scales with the number of segments n in the strings. The data 
is somewhat noisy, but a best fit to the data over a range of temperatures indicates that the 
average value of the mass scaling exponent , defined by Rg ~ n caries from about 0.6 to 0.5 as 
the temperature is lowered, exactly as found before for glass-forming polymer liquids. 29 We 
conclude that the form of string excitations in superionic UO2 follows the standard 
phenomenology of an equilibrium polymerization process for which the strings at high 
temperatures exhibit the geometry of as suspension of swollen polymers (self-avoiding walks), 
but as these structures grow and interpenetrate at lower temperatures becoming less swollen due 
to their greater mutual interaction, resembling random walks. Exactly the same crossover arises 
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in solutions of equilibrium polymers so this general trend is quite understandable when these 
excitations are taken to be equilibrium polymer structures. 20 Of course, the whole point of 
quantifying the string ‘dynamic heterogeneity’ is to establish a relation to Ds(O) and  to the 
structure of these fluid excitations and we next test whether the same relations as found in glass-
forming liquids are applicable to our superionic material. 
 
Figure 14. Fraction of open (linear) strings and close strings as a function of T. 
 
Figure 15. The string size distribution at different temperatures. Inset shows the T dependence of the 
average string length, L = <n>. 
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Figure 16. Scaling of string radius of gyration Rg with its length L as Rg ~ n, where the inset shows  as a 
function of T. 
 
E. Test of the String Model of Relaxation to Ds(O) and   of a Model Superionic Material 
We are now in a position to determine if the length of the strings L is directly related to the 
temperature dependence of the activation free energy for molecular transport, as found in glass-
forming liquids. Confirmation of such a relationship would potentially greatly expand the realm 
of application of this model of relaxation and dynamics to include crystalline materials. The 
possibility that such a relation might hold is suggested by the previous successful application of 
the Adam-Gibbs model of the dynamics of glass-forming liquids to the dynamics of superionic 
materials in simulations by Gray-Weale and Madden.79 According to the string model, the 
relaxation time  scales as 108, 112, 113, 
                         ߬ఈሺܶሻ ൌ ߬଴ exp ቂሺ௅ሺ்ሻ/௅ಲሻ∆ఓ௞ಳ் ቃ																																																																																	ሺ4ሻ 
where LA is a residual collective motion at the onset temperature, in which L starts to vary 
appreciably with temperature in glass-forming liquids (We take in the current study of superionic 
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UO2). Ds(O) scales inversely to   to a good approximation in our simulations so we confine our 
attention to Ds(O) in our subsequent analysis. Specifically, we expect from the string model that 
Ds(O) should be described by the relation, 
																										ܦ௦ሺOሻ ൌ ܦ௦଴ሺOሻ exp ቈെܮ
ሺܶሻܩ଴
݇஻ܶ ቉																																																																					ሺ5ሻ 
where Dso (O) and Go are taken as adjustable parameters that can be fixed in the present situation 
by matching this equation to Ds(O) at the melting point and the temperature dependence of Ds(O) 
for temperatures near Tm where L is slowly varying. We compare Eq. (5) to our Ds(O) in Figure 
17 and find that the agreement is quite reasonable. Following previous experimental studies,87 
we may also fit our Ds data reasonably well to the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) expression 1 
that is often used as an empirical fit function for diffusion coefficient and relaxation time data in 
glass-forming liquids. However, this functional form does not capture transition to an Arrhenius 
relaxation at low T in the superionic mobility [Ds(O)] data, as observed also in experiments on 
crystalline superionic materials. 114, 115 A corresponding transition from VFT to Arrhenius 
relaxation at low temperatures has also been reported in glass-forming liquids. 116-119  
 
       Previous simulation work by Gray-Weale and Madden 79, 80 likewise recognized the strong 
analogy between certain superionic crystalline materials and glass-formation in cooled liquids 
and these authors were able to successfully describe their Ds(O) and   simulation data for 
model alkaline halide superionic crystalline materials in terms of the Adam-Gibbs model of 
relation in glass-forming liquids where  is proposed to scale as  ~ exp(A /Sc T) in which the 
configurational entropy Sc of this model was estimated from the excess entropy of the crystal 
minus its value at T and A is a constant related to the activation energy parameter  in Eq. (4). 
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Figure 17. Fitting of Ds(O) data to string model of relaxation and the AG expression for , where Sc is 
approximated by the excess entropy density estimate.  
 
As discussed elsewhere, the string model result is consistent with the AG model, where L is to be 
exactly identified with the abstract cooperatively rearranging regions of the AG model. In the 
absence of a direct calculation of Sc for our crystalline material, we follow a procedure similar to 
that employed in previous studies of glass-forming liquids 120  a procedure that differs somewhat 
from the previous test of the Adam-Gibbs relation for superionic UO2 by Gray-Weale and 
Madden. In particular, we first estimate an excess entropy Sexc as difference between the material 
entropy and the vibrational entropy of the low temperature entropy of the material arising from 
vibrational entropy of the lattice as an estimate of the configurational entropy of the lattice, a 
procedure similar to Richert and Angell, 120 where the vibrational entropy of the liquid is 
subtracted from the total fluid entropy based on the assumption that the vibrational entropy of the 
crystal approximates that of the fluid. As in the calculations of Gray-Weale and Madden, we 
estimated the total entropy S of the superionic material based on a determination of the specific 
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heat by simulation (See Figure 5) and we then estimated the vibrational contribution by assuming 
S is entirely vibrational below the onset temperature T  where anharmonic effects are weak. The 
difference of S minus its value below T  then defines Sexc, which should reasonably approximate 
Sc of the heated crystalline material. As a further refinement of this type of AG modeling to 
describe glass-forming materials at constant pressure 121, we normalize Sexc by the material 
volume V so that our barrier height is governed by excess entropy density. The AG model at 
constant pressure gives unphysical results 121 at elevated temperatures without this refinement 
since it never saturates at elevated temperatures and in Figure 18 we compare the excess entropy 
per unit mass and per unit volume estimated in the way just described from our UO2 specific heat 
and thermal expansion data. The excess entropy density estimates clearly have the sigmoidal 
variation with temperature that qualitatively conforms to the L variation determined before for 
this material, but the excess density without the volume normalization does not have this 
property, as found in experimental estimates of glass-forming liquids. We show the result of 
fitting our Ds(O) data to the AG expression for diffusivity where Sc is approximated by the 
excess entropy density estimate, illustrated in Figure 17. We see that this fitting leads again to 
good accord with our Ds(O) data, suggesting further a scaling L ~ 1/ Sc, a basic premise of the 
AG model and a finding of the string model of glass-formation. 108  
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Figure 18. Excess entropy and volume as a function of temperature, estimated based on UO2 specific heat 
and thermal expansion. 
F. Interfacial Diffusion 
Most crystalline materials are actually polycrystalline in the sense that they contain a 
substantial of grains having grain boundary regions in which mobility and relaxation can be 
greatly different from mobilities deep within the crystal. The mobility in these interfacial regions 
has often been observed to many orders of magnitude larger so that the conductivity can be 
dominated by these interfacial regions. This phenomenon has also been observed in certain 
fluorite superionic materials.122-125 In general, these changes in mobility are highly grain 
boundary specific and previous work on the grain boundaries of different types of Ni 106 has 
shown that this variability reflects the variable extent of collective motion in these different types 
of interfacial regions and a similar highly variable mobility has been observed in the interfacial 
regions defined by the different crystallographic interfaces of an isolated Ni crystal. 126 Given the 
importance of interfacial mobility of superionic materials in applications, we briefly consider the 
interfacial mobility on the (110) interface of UO2. 
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As we have observed before in the case of Ni and H2O interfacial regions, heating UO2 of 
simulated crystal with a crystal-vacuum interface leads to the formation of a mobile interfacial 
layer in which the Debye-Waller factor is enhanced relative to the bulk material modeled with 
periodic boundary conditions and a greatly accelerated diffusion for temperatures above the 
Tammann temperature, which in the present instance is close to T. We illustrate the diffusion 
coefficient in the mobile interfacial region, defined as before 126, 127, in Figure 19, where we see a 
similar overall pattern of behavior as found for the bulk self-diffusion coefficient Ds(O) of the 
mobile species. To avoid confusion, we designate Ds(O) in the mobile interfacial region as 
Dsint(O).  
 
Figure 19. Interfacial (110) self-diffusion coefficient Dsint(O) as a function of temperature. The inset 
shows the interfacial self-diffusivity on Ni (110) surface. 
 
We note that the ratio of Dsint(O) to Ds(O), quantifying the interfacial acceleration of 
diffusion in this interfacial region of UO2, is much smaller than observed in previous simulations 
of heated crystals. Tentatively, we associate this trend with the high cohesive energy of ionic 
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versus non-ionic materials 83 (see discussion above), which can be expected to diminish the 
relative amplitude of atomic motion in the interfacial region and lead to a general tendency of 
ionic crystalline materials to superheat.85  The relative suppression of interfacial mobility in ionic 
materials such as UO2 due to their relatively strong self-cohesive interaction might then be 
intimately linked to the relative stability of this class of solid materials at elevated T, the relative 
anharmonic nature of crystals of these crystals at high T and the occurrence of a dynamics that 
greatly resembles superheated crystals that are in non-equilibrium high T metastable state. 
There is another striking difference in the interfacial mobility of superionic UO2 in 
comparison to “normal” crystalline interfacial regions typified by Ni and H2O. 126, 127 At the 
“breakpoint” in the Arrhenius plot describing the T dependence of the interfacial diffusivity, 
Dsint(O) bends down at high temperatures in the superionic material, while we have found that 
this quantity bends up in the high temperature regime for “normal” crystalline materials (Note 
that the breakpoint in the Arrhenius curve also in the bulk Ds(O) data; See Fig. 17). For 
comparison, we show our previous finds for Ni in the inset of Figure 19 and note that 
measurements showing that this behavior is rather “universal” in the interfacial dynamics of 
metal films is summarized by Rhead128,  Binh and Melinon129,  and Bonzel and Latta130. It would 
appear that the interfacial dynamics is quite different in superionic materials than “normal” 
crystals.  
 Convex Arrhenius plots similar to our superionic material have been observed in the 
catalytic reaction dynamics of proteins where the ‘kink’ in the Arrhenius curve corresponds to 
some kind of dynamical transition from an active to a relatively inactive catalytic state. 131-133 In 
this context, the transition is attributed to a softening transition of the protein upon heating 134, 
which is signaled by an appreciable drop in the activation energy of the catalytic reaction rate in 
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the high temperature region above the kink accompanied by a corresponding huge increase of the 
reaction rate prefactor (changes as large as 1012 have been observed experimentally in some 
proteins) that has been associated physically132 with the proliferation of many distinct activated 
conformational substates in the protein. Moreover, the change of the entropy of activation 
corresponding to these prefactor changes is quantitatively described by an entropy-enthalpy 
compensation relation in which the change in the enthalpy of activation is equal to that of the 
activation entropy times the breakpoint temperature. This physical picture of the origin of convex 
Arrhenius relaxation in terms of a softening transition to a material state exhibiting significant 
configurational fluctuations of the atoms seems to apply equally well to our superionic material, 
and when we analyze the activation enthalpy and entropy of Ds(O) in our superionic UO2 we also 
see entropy-enthalpy compensation. The observation of transition to a low activation energy at 
high temperatures is one of the most characteristic features of superionic materials. 97   
  It is natural to expect that the convex Arrhenius dynamics of protein catalysis can be also 
interpreted on a molecular scale in terms of a change in the collective atomic motion with T, as 
we have observed in our superionic UO2 simulations. Recently, we have shown that string-like 
collective motion is clearly present in the internal dynamics of proteins at T below the protein 
denaturation temperature 135, although simulations have not yet been performed over a large T  
range to exhibit an abrupt transition in the scale collective motion as T is varied. However, the 
string model of condensed matter relaxation leads us to generally expect that the entropy of 
activation should be altered in a concerted way with the activation energy so that large pre-factor 
changes in Arrhenius plots can generally naturally arise when changes in the scale of collective 
motion L are abrupt. Since a large decrease of rigidity can generally be expected in a folded 
protein upon approaching denaturation temperature, or a superionic material upon approaching 
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its melting temperature, these materials can both be expected to exhibit a sharp increase of 
configurational entropy Sc and a corresponding decrease in the scale of collective motion. 
Efficient enzyme function of proteins and the high conductivity of superionic and other highly 
anharmonic crystalline materials seems to rely on some stabilizing framework that allows for the 
system to retain some structural integrity while at the same time a large degree of internal 
structural fluctuations to enable a high rate of reactivity and transport. 
 G. Conductivity of Superionic UO2 
The conductivity  of superionic materials is perhaps the most significant property of these 
materials. Although the variation of  generally shows similar qualitative changes with 
temperature as Ds(O), as expected from the Nernst-Einstein relation, we may expect deviations 
from the simple predicted proportionality relation estimated for these properties arising from ion 
correlations neglected by the Nernst-Einstein relation.  In particular, we may expect the string-
like correlated exchange motion to enhance  relative to the Nernst-Einstein relation. This is 
another topic deserving a separate study in view of the computational difficulty of estimating 
precise estimates of . Some discussion of this phenomenon seems necessary in any discussion 
of superionic materials.  
In Figure 20, we compare the calculation of collective diffusion coefficient, which 
determines , and the self-diffusion coefficient from mean square displacement data obtained for 
our simulated UO2 material at representative temperatures above and below T:  T = 2600 K and               
T = 2900 K. The details of the definition of  and method of computation for the collective 
diffusion coefficient have been described thoroughly before by Madden and coworkers31, 136 and 
we do not reproduce this analysis here. We see in these examples that   is enhanced relative to 
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its Nernst-Einstein value by a factor of about 2 to 3 for these examples. Much larger 
enhancements in  have been observed in simulated Li-based superionic materials of interest for 
battery applications.31 The ratio of Ds(O) to the collective diffusion coefficient, determined from 
conductivity, the “Haven ratio” 4, 137, is decreased appreciably by collective motion so that the 
“inverse Haven ratio”  defines the extent to which collective ion interactions enhance ion 
conductivity. There are few precise calculations of  over a wide T range for superionics because 
of the long computational times required to obtain precise numerical estimates, and these 
calculations are particularly difficult to perform near T where fluctuation effects are appreciable. 
The investigation of requires a study dedicated to this problem and here we just note that  
varies in a parallel fashion to Ds(O), but the Nernst-Einstein relation does not hold quantitatively. 
 
 
   (a)       (b) 
Figure 20. Comparison of collective and regular mean squared displacement of O ions at temperatures 
above and below T: (a) T = 2600 K and (b) 2900 K.  
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  Our discussion of the conductivity raises an interesting question regarding how collective 
influences  in comparison to the ion mobility measured by Ds(O). Voronin and Volkov 
mentioned in their comprehensive review of alkaline-halide (Type I)I superionic conductivity 
and thermodynamic data, 63 that the activation energy for  exhibits a maximum near T in all 
systems they investigated (CF2, SrF2, BaF2, PbF2 and SrCl2), but we see in Figure 15 that the 
string length, and thus the activation energy, exhibits no maximum in the vicinity of T  in our 
Ds(O) data for UO2. Assuming Ds(O) scales linearly with , this suggests that there may be some 
essential difference in the variation of  with T in UO2 from the common Type II superionics 
studied by Voronin and Volkov. Unfortunately, we cannot find any  data for temperatures 
passing through the T of UO2 to check if this material exhibits a maximum in its activation 
energy for . 
    In our previous simulations of homogeneous melting of crystalline Ni, we did observe a 
maximum in the string length as a function of T below the mechanical melting transition. At that 
time, we suggested that superionic materials might be superheated materials, or a material very 
much like them, based on the existence of this L maximum, and the corresponding maximum in 
the activation energy in measurement of the fluorite minerals. This suggests that we should take 
a closer look at the string length distribution found for our UO2 system (See Fig. 15). We see 
from this data that the strings having a length less than the crossover value n  10 indeed grow 
non-monotonically with temperature and we plot the variation of these short strings in Figure 21, 
where we see that the short string length peaks near T. There is actually a waxing and waning of 
the collective motion in this sense, as suggested by other observations Eapen and coworkers.56, 
138  
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Figure 21. The average short string length Lss as a function of temperature.  
 
We emphasize that we have never seen the string length vary in a non-monotonic way with 
T in glass-forming liquids so how might we understand this at first counter-intuitive trend in the 
degree of collective motion? The string model of relaxation in condensed materials, 20, 108, 139 
potentially provides some insight into this unexpected and apparently non-universal trend. In the 
string model, the temperature dependence and their overall length is regulated by defects in the 
liquid similar to interstitial defects in crystal. These proposed “defects” (apparently these defects 
quite observable in some liquids such as water 140 and such defects are also central to the Granato 
“interstitiality” model 141 of glass-forming liquids and defective crystals) play the role of an 
initiator in generating string excitations of a polymeric form involving cooperative molecular 
exchange motion - a larger concentration of these defects, the smaller the chains and weaker the 
T dependence of the strings from the string model. Interstitials are certainly an important class of 
defects and have previously been shown to mediate the string-like collective motion observed in 
our simulations of superheated crystalline Ni. 24 An important predicted property of the 
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“interstitiality” defects is that their concentration should be small, but constant, in liquids, but 
their concentration is T dependent, approaching an asymptotic value in the crystal as it 
approaches its melting point. In a crystal, we may expect the concentrations to increase steadily, 
at first increasing the extent of collective motion relative to the perfect crystal at low 
temperatures where collective motion is largely absent.  The generation of too many of these 
defects, on the other hand should ultimately give a rise to smaller strings, as predicted in glass-
forming liquids where the concentrations of such defects is expected to be relatively constant.108 
The maximum in the string length is then reasonably rationalized by the competitive interaction 
of defects initiating collective motion. The model of the variation of the string length with 
temperature remains to be validated by direct simulation study and the validation of the existence 
and nature in liquids is also a problem deserving an intensive investigation. 
IV. Conclusions  
We have confirmed the suggestion of Gray-Weale and Madden 79, 80 that great similarities 
exist between the dynamics of superionic materials and glass-forming liquids. In each case, the 
changes in the activation free energy for diffusion and relaxation can be quantified by changes in 
the average degree of cooperative motion, which is reflected in a common way of changes in the 
configurational entropy of the material. It is satisfying to obtain a unified description of such 
different classes of materials and we look forward to further testing the string model of 
relaxation in different classes of materials.  
Given the emerging importance of superionic materials in diverse applications in the area of 
fuel cells, supercapitors, energy conversion, sensors 32, 34, 142-146 and the need for long lasting, fast 
charging and safe battery materials utilizing such materials32, 143, 144, 147, 148, it is worth pointing 
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out what has been learned from our analysis that is germane to the design of materials in this 
general class. Superionic materials arise in essentially all general classes of ionic materials 149 so 
what makes a material superionic under reasonable physical conditions (we exclude extreme 
pressures and other situations of limited interest from a commercial standpoint). In crystalline 
superionic materials 55, 62, 66, it appears to be necessary for the mobile ionic species to move in a 
background of ions of the opposite change that are immobilized in space due to their relatively 
high mass or chemical bonding into a network. For the mobile ions to move there must be low 
barriers for their activated transport between interstitial sites with the ion lattice. Open cubic 
lattices for the interpenetrating mobile ion lattice allow for these barriers to be lower than for 
close packed lattices. There is a high prevalence of superionic cubic materials to have cubic 
sublattices and in the fluorites of bcc lattices. Many superionic species can be found in associated 
with a bcc lattice structure stabilized over close packed lattices such as fcc at extremely high 
pressures and temperatures. Recent combinatoric studies of potential superionic materials for 
solid-state battery applications 30 have suggested that charge carrier lattices that have a bcc 
structure give rise to optimal superionic materials. There are also basic issues involving the size 
of the mobile ions that can be tuned to create an optimal superionic material.  
Smaller ions tend to have to cross lower relative energy barriers to hop between positions in 
their lattice so the degree of superionicity tends to increase when the ratio of the mobile ion to 
that of those of the immobile ion lattice becomes smaller. 63 An effective strategy would seem to 
be having as much free volume or cavity space as possible and a low inter-ion interaction 
strength (say by tuning the dielectric constant) to minimize the activation energy for the mobile 
ions in the high temperature crystalline regime where the ions can exhibit streaming ion transport 
in the form of collectives of mobile ions, i.e., strings. Superionic materials having an impressive 
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conductivity have been made in Li Carbene materials150, an extreme example of using ion size 
asymmetry to create useful superionic materials. We note, however, that this trend is not as 
simple as smaller is better. Recent measurements have shown that ion diffusivity in superionic 
materials is sometimes optimized for ions having intermediate size, a phenomenon often 
observed in molecular transport in highly confined systems (the ‘levitation effect’) so there 
generally other physics beyond ion size that contribute to the activation barrier height for 
diffusion, which need to be considered while ion size is tuned.62  
It should be possible to extend the same physical design rules to amorphous superionic 
materials.151 There has been a lot of interest in developing superionic polymer materials 152, 153 
for battery and other applications currently being employed by their crystalline counterparts. 
Significant enhancements of conductivity relative to Nernst-Einstein predictions have been 
observed154, but the intrinsically slow dynamics of polymeric materials has made it difficult to 
obtain materials with values comparable to small molecule fluids. Recently, it has been 
suggested that lowering the dielectric constant of the polymer matrix 155 should greatly improve 
the situation and other strategies are actively being pursued. One especially promising approach 
to developing materials of practical interest is being pursued by Sokolov and coworkers who are 
exploring stiffening the polymer matrix 156 to create a better immobile polymer matrix with a 
more open pore space in which the mobile ions can move. We suggest this direction, in 
conjunction with engineering the dielectric properties of the polymer, offers a promising line of 
attack for creating practical superionic polymer materials for diverse proposed applications. 
Recent modeling of the dynamics of glass-forming polymer fluids 121, 157 indicates that any 
molecular factor that changes the packing efficiency of the chains should increase the strength of 
the temperature dependence of the fluid configurational entropy, amplifying the variation of the 
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scale of collective motion with temperature so that modifying the geometrical structure of the 
monomers 158 should provide another useful strategy for enhancing superionic conduction in 
polymer materials. The immobile polymer component must be formed into a stable matrix as in 
the crystalline superionic material to optimize the capacity for mobile ion transport. We look 
forward to studying the dynamics of superionic polymer materials in the future within the 
framework of the string model of relaxation. 
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